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Burnout meets criteria for being an epidemic in health care. It affects a growing proportion of clinicians and other personnel, and there is an element of contagion—ie, clinicians who are burned out increase the risk that others around them feel the same.1 Two recent studies2,3 published in JAMA demonstrate the extent of this epidemic and provide insight into its risk factors and complexity. Collectively, these data make the case that health care systems will not find a single magic bullet that cures burnout; instead, as with most epidemics, progress will occur through a multifaceted approach.

For the first article, Dyrybe et al2 surveyed 4732 US resident physicians twice—once during their last year of medical school and again during their second year of residency. They found symptoms of burnout in 45% of residents and regret about career choice in 14%. There was considerable variation in burnout prevalence among specialties and between sexes, and higher rates were found in those who had been more anxious or less empathic during medical school.2 The second study by Rotenstein et al3 described variation in the prevalence of burnout in a systematic review of 182 studies—the logical consequence of variation in how burnout and its subcomponents were defined. These authors call for standardizing the definition of burnout and measurement tools.4

We agree, and argue that, as with any epidemic, the next steps after standardizing criteria for making the diagnosis are understanding the pathophysiology, identifying risk factors, segmenting the vulnerable population, and delivering multifaceted responses. We have described a framework for deconstructing burnout4 that reflects its pathophysiology and can be used to identify risk factors consistent with the findings of Dyrybe et al.2 This framework (Figure) assumes that the balance between reward and stress determines clinicians' experience. It distinguishes rewards and stresses inherent to the role of caring for patients from those that are added. Variations in the stresses and rewards leads to variation in rates of burnout. "Resilience" can be thought of as a moderating influence that nudge the fulcrum of that balance to a point where more stress is bearable.

Using this framework, it strikes us that the rewards and stresses inherent to patient care are intertwined. For example, clinicians who try to curb empathy with dying patients will diminish their ability to feel meaning in their work. These stressors are often described by clinicians as things they "signed up for"—complexity, challenge, life or death issues—but things they are looking to shy away from. In fact, the ability to decompensate and disconnect from the stresses of work appears to be less associated with engagement than the ability to find meaning and accomplishment in work.5

Therefore, balance cannot be improved by decreasing inherent stresses. Instead, the first major area of opportunity is increasing the impact of inherent rewards. An example of an intervention is giving physicians a chance to talk about their work with each other, heightening awareness of their impact and reinforcing pride in their work. One randomized trial showed that physicians who participated in regular small group meetings had a 15.5% decrease in depersonalization symptoms.6 Based on such data, many organizations now support dinners and other gatherings that foster socialization among clinicians.

In contrast to the inextricable nature of inherent rewards and stresses, there is little to no connection between added rewards and stresses. For example, additional income cannot mitigate the frustration that results from clunky electronic medical records. Therefore, the second major area of opportunity is shown on the upper right portion of the Figure—organizations must show that they are serious about reducing work demands that have nothing to do with improving clinicians' care of patients, and in fact may be counterproductive.

An example of an organizational initiative to take on this dysfunction is Hawaii Pacific Health's Get Rid of Stupid Stuff (GROSS) program, through which the organization invites personnel to identify required work that does not add value, such as documentation.
that was either never really intended to be performed routinely (eg, with every encounter) or could be accomplished more efficiently in some other way. Clinicians and other personnel have been vigorously appreciative of this program.7

It is important to recognize that the fulcrum on which the scale of rewards and stressors sits is not fixed. As mentioned earlier, better personal resilience can move the fulcrum to the right so that stressors become more tolerable, and interventions to improve resilience and mindfulness have been shown to be associated with small reductions in burnout.8 In addition, an individual’s interpretation of his or her role and connection to the organization may serve to shift the balance. If clinicians identify strongly with their organizations, and the relationship brings them pride and respect, that supports resilience and moves the fulcrum to the right. If clinicians believe that the leaders and middle managers of the organization share the right values (eg, commitment to zero harm and reducing patients’ suffering), that helps keep the fulcrum in a place where stress feels more manageable. But if clinicians feel like they are “relative value unit machines” for a soulless corporation focused on margin growth, the fulcrum moves to the left, and they become less resilient in the face of even minor increases in stress.

The path forward that emerges from this framework is a multidimensional effort. There is no single magic bullet. Instead, organizations should reinforce individual clinicians’ ability to find meaning in their work, reduce clinicians’ work that is external to patient care, and define an organizational culture with values that make clinicians proud. Greater clarity and consensus is needed to define what it means to be burned out, its antecedents, and its consequences. But we need not wait for that clarity to address known issues that reduce clinician well-being today. Organizations can act now to counter the forces that worsen burnout and work to enhance the reasons for clinicians to find pride in their work.
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